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 Cleaner Disinfectant 

Overview 
Concentrated, multi‐use cleaner and disinfectant intended for regular daily use in most hard surface 
cleaning applications. 
 

Technical description 
Concentrated, highly dilutable formulation combining an excellent cleaning chemistry with approved 
disinfectants. This product cleans, de‐odourises and disinfects a variety of water washable hard surfaces. 
Independently tested to EN1276 with a 99.999% kill rate at 1:100 dilution under dirty conditions. 
Designed for regular use on all hard surfaces as a spray and wipe product to maintain clean and hygienic 
conditions. Suitable for floors, walls, tables, counter tops, drains, toilets, urinals, sinks, rubbish bins. Also, 
suitable for carpets and mats with longer contact time.  
 
Ideal for kitchen and catering, washroom and accommodation applications, particularly in large public 
space areas such as airports, shopping complexes, hotels and office blocks. Non‐fragranced and fully 
rinsable leaving no residues. 
 
Features Benefits 
Highly concentrated and water dilutable Low cost in use 
Versatile, suitable for multiple applications Simple to use: dilute, spray on/wipe off 
Good cleaning properties Simple and safe to use 
Passes EN1276; 99.999% kill in dirty conditions Fully rinsable 

 

Directions for use 
For f loors, walls , drains, toi lets, urinals, sinks, rubbish bins 
Dilute 1/100 with clean water in a trigger spray 
Spray on, allow as much contact time as is practicable and wipe or sponge off. 
 
For tables and counter tops 
Dilute 1/100 – 1/200 with clean water in a trigger spray 
Spray on, allow as much contact time as is practicable and wipe or sponge off. 
 
For carpets and mats 
Dilute to 1/100 in bucket of wash water and work into the fibres with suitable manual cleaning equipment. Or, 
apply directly with an extraction machine. Blot with a dry absorbant or allow to air dry. 
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Packaging 
2x5L, 20L, 200L, 1000L 

Storage & handling 
Store in a cool, dry place.  Wash hands with soap and water after use. 
 
 


